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One of the Largest and Most Complex Rock Art Sites
In The Reno-Sparks Area: Crow’s Nest Petroglyph Site
The Crow’s Nest Petroglyph Site is
one of the largest and most complex
rock art sites in the Reno-Sparks area.
The site is part of a wider district of
prehistoric rock art and settlement
that provides a unique perspective
on the prehistoric cultural usage of
rock art. The urban expansion of
Reno-Sparks puts archaeological
resources like Crow’s Nest at risk
from increased visitation. To support
the area’s management plan and
ongoing monitoring by volunteer site
stewards, NRAF carried out intensive
archaeological survey at Crow’s Nest
and the adjacent Old Ridge site in
spring 2015 to better document
the associated archaeology and
gather geospatial data using modern
technology not available when baseline
data was collected a decade ago.

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The project also sought to assess the
effects of changing visitation patterns
over the past decade. The project was
made possible by a Partnership Grant
from the Community Foundation of
Western Nevada, the Nara Foundation,
and matching gifts from private
donors.
A complex and dense arrangement of both
abstract and representational images

Natural Setting

Crow’s Nest and the adjacent
Old Ridge site are located in an
unusually arid upland environment
with primarily winter precipitation.
Surface water is scarce and shortlived, with only a few seasonal
streams and springs limited to
lower elevations. Today, the region
is dominated by plants of the
sagebrush scrub community and by
invasive weeds. Native bunchgrasses,

which would have provided seeds
for harvest, are found in isolated
stands, and the region’s soils would
have favored carbohydrate-rich root
crops, indicating that the prehistoric
environment may have been more
hospitable than the current one. The
prehistoric environment may also
have been attractive to large and
Cont’d on Page 2

The first half of the year saw NRAF
hard at work on site recordation
activities, research, and public education.
A busy 2014 fall schedule of fieldwork
at Lahontan Reservoir, Kyle Canyon,
and Curtis Canyon was processed and
exhaustive site records and digital archives prepared.
Fieldwork was completed at the Crow’s Nest and Old Ridge
sites that are part of an extensive rock art and archaeology
district in the Reno-Sparks area. Fieldwork at these sites
represents NRAF’s on-going interest in site documentation
and research in this district. Our previous work in the area
(carried out in 2004-2007) focused on recording 28 rock
Cont’d on Page 6 ...

ANNUAL MEETING SEPTEMBER 25-27
The Annual Meeting has moved to a
fall calendar. The College of Southern
Nevada, Charleston Campus, will host
the Program of Papers on Saturday,
September 26. The Alexis Park All
Suite Resort is the host hotel for the
Friday evening poolside reception on September 25.
Details on Page 7 ...

Additional Information Available On Our Website …
• The Mount Irish Archaeological District, located on the eastern flank of the Mount Irish Range,
is one of the most important archaeological areas in eastern Nevada. Read more ...
• White River Narrows, in lower White River Valley, is a winding canyon formed during the Pleistocene
and home to one of the largest concentrations of prehistoric rock art in eastern Nevada. Read more ...
• And even more NRAF News we couldn’t fit in the newsletter.

Read...
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CROW’S NEST PHOTO ESSAY
See the the best photographs from
nearly 1,000 taken at the Crow’s Nest
Petroglyph site.
On Page 3 ...

Crow’s Nest,
continued from Page 1 …

small game animals, migratory
birds, reptiles, and insects,
although those populations are
much limited today in the arid
modern environment that lacks
adequate vegetation. Previous
archaeological investigations
suggest that these plants and
animals were important resources
for prehistoric populations using
the Crow’s Nest area.
Archaeological Background

Crow’s Nest is set in a landscape
of archaeological features and
rock art that attests to repeated
episodes of intensive settlement
from around 3500 years ago until
contact (Middle Archaic through
the Late Prehistoric). The area
was used seasonally, with small
groups of hunter-foragers making
logistical forays from larger
residential camps elsewhere in
the Truckee Meadows area. The
economic focus of these forays
focused on certain seasonally
available seeds and large game
that made the arid upland
setting economically attractive
as conditions permitted despite
the constraints of scarce water.
Abundant rock art in the area
suggests that this upland area
may also have had a cultural
significance to Archaic and Late
Prehistoric hunter-foragers that
was an important motivation in
its use.

2015 Fieldwork Results

archaeological features. Using
these methods and technology,
Crow’s Nest was found to cover
an area of 51,187 sq meters with
301 rock art panels containing 758
individual designs and associated
archaeological features. Old
Ridge is much smaller, covering
an area of 26,294 sq meters with
just 18 rock art panels containing
61 individual designs as well as
associated archaeological features.

plant processing. One unusual
feature is the incorporation of
The Crow’s Nest and adjacent
rock art in the walls of several
Old Ridge site were investigated
rock alignments. Although rock
by NRAF staff and volunteers
art was also made on this outcrop,
who conducted pedestrian survey
it is most densely concentrated
over an area of 140,000 sq meters
in taluses, particularly just below
to identify archaeological features
the crest of the hill. Rock art
and establish the boundaries of
is predominantly abstract and
the two sites. At both sites, rock
curvilinear in form. Variants of
art and associated archaeological
arcs and circles make up over
features were recorded through
half of the Crow’s Nest’s motif
exhaustive photography (using
assemblage. Serpentine lines and
circles (with or without external
radial lines) are particularly
abundant. Rectilinear design types
occur much less frequently (13%
of the motif assemblage) in about
the same proportion as simple
linear forms that may be more
performative in motivation.
Zoomorphs are rare (only four),
seemingly a distinctive stylistic
trait of northern Nevada rock
art, compared with southeastern
Nevada where sites may contain
a hundred bighorn sheep figures.
Crow’s Nest is a good example
A formal panel of abstract images, primarily rectilinear, using two faces of the rock
that the popular conception of
This work significantly added to
Great Basin rock art being rich
35mm digital SLR cameras),
knowledge of these two sites as
in zoomorphic (predominantly
geospatial data capture (using
their spatial extent and quantity
bighorn sheep) imagery needs
a Trimble GeoXT capable of
of archaeological features had
to be qualified to account for
submeter accuracy), and detailed
only been estimated by previous
significant regional variation.
archaeological observations.
avocational
surveys.
Anthropomorphs (3.6%
All identified features and rock
At Crow’s Nest, the densest
of the motif assemblage)
art panels were assigned a unique
concentration of settlement
occur in numbers generally
alphanumeric designation to
features is found on and around a representative of rock art sites
enable the various data gathered
high basalt outcrop at the crest of a throughout Nevada. Crows’ Nest
to be related to the GIS data
anthropomorphs include one
collected, enabling the production hill. These features comprise rock
alignments and evidence of toolthat is portrayed with earrings
of accurate site maps showing
use, maintenance, and intensive
and headgear, which is very
the relationship of rock art and
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Representative curvilinear elements

rare for northern Nevada. Also
unusual is an arrangement of
anthropomorphs apparently
holding bows but not depicted in
the act of hunting. Lastly, one rock
art panel seems to depict a “scene”
of two anthropomorphs holding
a rectangular grid, interpreted by
some as a unique portrayal of the
use of nets in hunting.
Old Ridge is 100 meters south
of Crow’s Nest, on a saddle and
low ridge. Old Ridge’s associated
archaeological features are
indicative of economic activities
similar in character to those
at Crow’s Nest. Rock art at
Old Ridge is far less abundant,
comprising 18 panels and just
61 individual motifs, making it
difficult to discern meaningful
stylistic patterns. The site’s rock
Cont’d on Page 3
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Crow’s Nest,
continued from Page 2 …

knowledge and hence a source of
potential social power.

art is almost exclusively abstract,
containing only a single zoomorph
and no anthropomorphs.
Like Crow’s Nest, curvilinear
motif types (47% of the motif

Conclusion

PHOTOGRAPHS FROM CROW’S NEST

Both Crow’s Nest and Old
Ridge are part of a wider district
of rock art and settlement in
an environment regarded as
marginal in economic value to
hunter-forager communities.
Stays in the area would have
been provisioned as it would
not possible to stay for long
periods by relying only on local
resources. Despite the difficulty
in sustaining stays in the area,
the abundance of rock art and
settlement archaeology is evidence
of repeated, intensive occupations.
The general area appears to have
A formally executed circle with external
radial lines (‘sunburst’)
contained important resources
that were exploited as conditions
permitted. Crow’s Nest adds to
assemblage) predominate with
serpentine lines the most common a growing picture of a type of
rock art and settlement activities
identifiable motif type.
in marginal environments that
Overall, these sites’ heavy
may indicate these were specialemphasis on ambiguous abstract
use areas visited, despite the
forms implies that the rock art
cost and difficulty, because
was not intended to be easily
their environments contained
or directly apprehended by its
important economic and cultural
audience. Rather, commentary
resources. 
from individuals socially
recognized as knowledgeable in
rock art’s cultural significance
would have been needed
to explicate the rock art’s
connotations. This suggests
that rock art may have played
an important social role in the
cultures that made and used it,
becoming the object of a special

The rock is split, dividing a formally arranged panel of
abstract images.

Panel of concentric circles that appear to have been
re-worked by the addition of a ‘tailed circle’ above a
rectangular form

Variant of a ‘tailed circle’ (circles with external radial lines)

A composition of circles and lines that extends across two
boulders

Panel that appears to display two episodes of production
based on surface patination

Very formal and complex panel notable for the precision of
its production
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MORE PHOTOGRAPHS FROM CROW’S NEST

Set of concentric circles with a dot at their center

Rake-like design flanked by dots

Formal linear arrangement that wraps
around two faces of the rock, and a fresher
curvilinear image

A well-executed zig-zag line, showing bright patination, on
a panel with informal amorphous images.

The only bighorn sheep figure at the site
–very hard to make out as the boulder is
upside down

A cluster of stick figure anthropomorphs, some perhaps
holding bows
Localized expressions of Great Basin abstract types

Dots and some informal amorphous peckings, illustrating
that not all the site’s rock art is formal

Rake-like design
Prominent is a circle with a zigzag tail, and possible
paw prints
Nevada Rock Art Foundation
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MORE PHOTOGRAPHS FROM CROW’S NEST

Horizontal line with short tick marks that run across the face
of the boulder

A densely arranged panel with many curvilinear elements,
as well as a possible anthropomorph

Concentric circles surrounded by curvilinear and rectilinear
elements at the Old Ridge Site

A pair of stick-figure anthropomorphs portrayed as jumping

Panel possibly portraying the use of nets in hunting

Faint line illustrating that some rock art is more performative
than aesthetic

Complex curvilinear design with a possible footprint at
its center

Nested arcs and a wavy line are heavily executed on this
small rock face

Panel with anthropomorph that has body adornments
(earbobs)—very rare for Northern Nevada
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Executive Director,
cont’d from page 1…

Such meetings also provide
an opportunity to learn about
developments in rock art research-new discoveries, methods, and
art sites, but the district contains
explanatory approaches. It was
a further 100 sites, mostly small,
and poorly known to archaeology, also a pleasure to be included
that we plan to work on during the in a festschrift honoring Polly
Schaafsma’s distinguished
remainder of the year. Our work
scholarly career by providing a
at Crow’s Nest and Old Ridge
Great Basin perspective on the
sought to supplement previous
importance of her work (New
work by recording the site with
Mexico Historical Review, Vol. 90,
modern GIS technology not
No 2, Spring 2015).
available a decade ago. We also
Finding the financial support
sought to pay closer attention to
necessary
to sustain the
the site’s associated archaeology
Foundation’s activities is an
than was possible in 2004, as this
ongoing process. We actively
provides information important
pursue grant opportunities but
for addressing rock art’s cultural
these are becoming more limited
contexts of use. These sites add
and competitive. Although we
to a growing picture of complex
were unsuccessful in a grant
rock art concentrations located
application for work in the
in environments that were
specialized in their economic use. Valley of Fire, this illustrates
that granting agencies have
Considerable variability in rock
increasingly difficult choices
art’s landscape and archaeology
to make with their available
contexts appears to exist across
resources. We will continue to
Nevada; characterizing this
seek grants for fieldwork and
variability is important for
research in southern Nevada
identifying regional patterning
and throughout the state, but
in rock art styles, archaeological
are mindful that our current
contexts, and periods of use.
fundraising model will have
Sharing the results of NRAF’s
to adapt to the changing fiscal
research with fellow scholars
environment of tight federal and
is important in ensuring that
state budgets. We are mindful of
Nevada rock art receives its fair
the need to broaden our base of
share of archaeological attention
in debates about Great Basin rock support and identify new funding
art. Accordingly, during the spring opportunities to ensure that the
Foundation’s mission can be fully
NRAF presented papers at the
annual meetings of the Society for implemented.
Lastly, due to a crowded spring
American Archaeology and the
calendar, the Annual Meeting
American Rock Art Association.

has been moved to the fall. We
hope that this encourages strong
attendance. The Meeting provides
an excellent venue for supporters
of Nevada’s rock art heritage to
gather and learn about the latest
developments in research. 
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Nevada Rock Art Foundation
12th Annual Meeting
September 25-27, 2015
Alexis Park All Suite Resort
Las Vegas, Nevada

Call 1-800-582-2228
for hotel reservations.

The Annual Meeting has moved to a fall calendar.
The College of Southern Nevada, Charleston Campus,
will host the Program of Papers on Saturday,
September 26. Details will be forthcoming on the
room number and facility amenities.
The Alexis Park All Suite Resort is the host
hotel for the Friday evening poolside reception
(September 25) and Saturday evening Annual
Banquet (September 26). The Monarch and Petite
Suites (King, Queen or Double/Double) are being
held for the Group Rate of $79.00 per night for single
or double occupancy, plus tax (12% Clark County
Occupancy Tax). There is no resort fee, but secured
WiFi access in the suites is $12.99 per device per 24
hours. The resort provides complimentary open WiFi
signals in all common areas and some of the banquet
spaces.
The Friday evening poolside reception features
complimentary hors d’oeuvres and a no-host bar.
The Saturday night banquet will be a plated dinner
and cost $45 per person.
Call 1-800-582-2228 or 702-796-3322 to make your
reservations. Identify your affiliation with the Nevada
Rock Art Foundation to receive the group rate. Check
in time is 4 pm and check out time is 11 am.

Visit Resort website for additional information.
http://www.alexispark.com

Nevada Rock Art Foundation
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Nevada Rock Art Foundation

12th Annual Meeting
Enduring Monuments
September 25-27, 2015
College of Southern Nevada
Alexis Park All Suite Resort
Las Vegas, Nevada

Call for Papers

Student Opportunities

Papers are encouraged that explore the unique perspectives on Great Basin
archaeology provided by rock art, as well as developments in methods, stylistic
analyses, and ﬁeldwork results.

Student submissions are welcomed. The best student paper will be recognized
by the $500 IVP* award. The subject line should read “NRAF 2015 Abstract
Student Award- primary author’s last name” if you wish to be considered for
this award.

Presentations are limited to 15 minutes, with 3-5 minutes for questions.
PowerPoint is strongly preferred. Papers will be presented on Saturday,
September 26, 2015.

*Award donated in honor of a family member by anonymous donors.

Email is the preferred method of submission. Abstracts should be emailed
to abstracts@nvrockart.org and the subject line should read “NRAF 2015
Abstract-primary author’s last name”.
Visit
http://nvrockart.org/pages/Annualmeeting.html
or email
info@nvrockart.org
for additional information.
Send abstract submissions to
abstracts@nvrockart.org
by 8/30/2015

Nevada Rock Art Foundation
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Nevada Rock Art Foundation
12th Annual Meeting
September 25-27, 2015
Alexis Park All Suite Resort
Las Vegas, Nevada

FEE CALCULATION
FEES
ITEM

Enduring Monuments
Annual Meeting Registration Form
REGISTRANT INFORMATION
Name____________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

QUAN COST TOTAL
EA.

Registration Fee - members*

$30

Registration Fee - non-members

$40

If paying after Aug. 30th

add

$15

Banquet Tickets

$45

T-Shirts: S____ M____ L____ XL____ XXL____

$15

Hats - one size fits almost all

$15

GRAND TOTAL
* Atlatl and above members receive complimentary registration
I wish to pay by:  Check (enclosed)  MC  VISA (sorry, no AMEX)

Phone Number____________________________________________________

Card #______________________________ Expiration date___________

Email____________________________________________________________

Signature____________________________________________________

 I/we plan on attending the evening welcome reception on Friday, Sept. 25th.
 I/we plan on attending the banquet on the evening of Saturday, Sept. 26th
and will need ______ tickets.

Nevada Rock Art Foundation

Return this form by August 30th to:
The Nevada Rock Art Foundation
641 Jones Street
Reno NV 89503
or register and pay online at
http://www.nvrockart.org/pages/Annualmeeting.html

www.nvrockartart.org
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The Nevada Rock Art Foundation

Donation and Membership Renewal Form
Donation and Membership Levels

		

 Spiral (individual) $25  Bighorn Sheep (family) $50 Atlatl $100
 Archer $250–$500  Weaver $501–$1,000 Sunburst $1,001– $4,999
 Alanah Woody Dot Circle $5,000+

Name_________________________________________________________________________
Address
____________________________________________________________________________
City_____________________________State
Zip
Phone_________________
E-mail*
*By giving us your e-mail address you agree to receive important updates and news about the
Foundation via our Newsflash service. Your e-mail address will not be shared with any other
parties and will only be used to provide you with information about the Foundation’s upcoming
events.
I wish to renew by:  check  mc   visa (sorry, no amex)
Card #____________________ Exp date___________ Signature_________________________
The Nevada Rock Art Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
641 Jones Street, Reno, Nevada 89503
775 323-6723 Tel

PO Box 35892, Las Vegas, Nevada 89133
702 804-6723 Tel
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R o c k A rt
f o u n d at i o n

Working for the Conservation of
Nevada’s Rock Art Heritage

Code of Ethics

The Nevada Rock Art Foundation’s principal
objectives are to document rock art sites at
risk and to work to conserve and ensure the
integrity and future protection of all Nevada
rock art sites.
The Foundation respects the cultural heritage
and traditions of all indigenous people in all
its activities.
The Past
Deserves a Future

The Nevada Rock Art Foundation subscribes to the following code of
ethics and its members, as a condition of membership, agree to abide by
the standards of conduct stated herein.
1. NRAF respects the cultural and spiritual significance of rock
art sites and shall not engage in any activity that adversely affects site
integrity. NRAF members will be respectful at rock art sites—many are
regarded as sacred by indigenous peoples and as such will be treated as a
valued part of our shared cultural heritage.
2. NRAF members will strictly adhere to all local, state, and national
antiquities laws. All research or educational activities taking place at
rock art sites shall be subject to appropriate regulations and property
access requirements.
3. All rock art recording shall be nondestructive with regard to the
rock art itself and any associated archaeological remains that may be
present.
4. No artifacts shall be collected unless the work is done as part of a
legally constituted program of archaeological survey or excavation and
with express permission of the landholder.
5. No excavation shall be conducted unless the work is done as part of
a legally constituted excavation project and with the express permission
of the landholder. Removal of soil shall not be undertaken at any time

for the sole purpose of exposing subsurface rock art.
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